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ABSTRACT
The increasing demand for handheld systems for absorption spectroscopy has triggered the development of
microspectrometers at various wavelength ranges. Several MEMS implementations of the light source, interfer-
ometer/optical filter, and detector have already been reported in the literature. However, the size of microspec-
trometers is still limited by the required absorption path length in the sample gas cell. This paper presents a
compact MEMS linear-variable optical filter (LVOF) where the resonator cavity of the filter is also used as a
sample gas cell to measure the absorption of methane at 3392 nm wavelength. The physical resonator cavity
length is elongated 62.2-fold, using multiple reflections from highly reflective Bragg mirrors to achieve a suffi-
ciently long effective optical absorption path. Although the LVOF would in principle enable operation as a robust
portable microspectrometer, here it is used in a miniaturized NDIR methane sensor for wavelength selection and
calibration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical absorption spectroscopy is a self-referencing and nondestructive material identification method that
measures the absorption of light passing through a sample.1 The composition of the sample is extracted by
comparing the measured absorption spectrum to a database. Due to its simple measurement technique and data
analysis, optical absorption spectroscopy is highly suitable for portable applications.
The key component in an optical absorption spectrometer is the wavelength-selective element. Wavelength
selection can be done either by using a tunable laser as the light source or combining a broadband light source
with a wavelength-selective component. Despite their high beam quality and narrow linewidth, tunable lasers
in the intended wavelength range, i.e. mid-IR, require the integration of many optical components and the
available systems are far from miniaturization at the chip-level.2,3 There are several options for wavelength-
selective elements to be combined with a broadband light source. Microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
implementations of the Michelson4,5 and lamellar grating6,7 interferometers used in Fourier transform infrared
spectrometers have been presented in the literature. However, the operation principle of these devices relies on the
optical path difference between a stationary and a movable mirror. Although these devices have high resolution
in a wide wavelength range, the vertical arrangement of the mirrors does not allow for bottom-up integration
with the rest of the components. Moreover, moving components in a portable instrument reduces the robustness.
Dispersion-based miniaturized spectrometers with stationary8 and scanning9 gratings have been reported in the
literature. However, the resolution of grating based microspectrometers is limited by the decreasing dimensions,
rendering them unsuitable for demanding portable applications.10
Miniaturization of spectrometers while maintaining the wideband operating range, high resolution and robust-
ness of their benchtop counterparts is challenging. Interference filter-based microspectrometers offer a significant
reduction in size and improvement in robustness at the expense of a limited wavelength range.11,12 Interference
filters, usually referred to as Fabry-Perot (FP) filters, are composed of two parallel mirrors with a resonator
layer in-between. The thickness of the resonator determines the wavelength to be transmitted through the filter.
For wideband operation of the FP filter, either one of the mirrors is translated electrostatically,13 or an array
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of filters with different resonator thickness is fabricated.14 An electrostatically actuated FP filter, i.e. tunable
FP filter, is highly sensitive to the flatness of the mirrors and is, therefore, not suitable for portable applications
where the device is subject to vibrations. In the case of the static array of filters, mirror flatness ceases to be an
issue. Nevertheless, fabrication of a high number of filters to achieve a higher spectral resolving power becomes
too complex in this configuration.
An innovative wavelength-selective device, the linear variable optical filter (LVOF), provides wideband op-
eration with high resolving power, while maintaining the robustness without any moving parts. The LVOF is
composed of one flat and one tilted mirror, usually at an angle of α < 50 millidegrees, with a tapered resonator
layer in-between. The thickness of the layer changes linearly along the length of the filter; thereby, creating a
continuous array of FP filters. Therefore, when integrated to a detector array, a wideband spectral response can
be measured with the LVOF.
According to the Beer-Lambert Law, the absorption of a light beam passing through a sample is a linear
function of the optical path length in the sample cell, as well as the absorption coefficient and the concentration
of the individual components in a sample.15 Therefore, the low concentration of a sample can be compensated
by a long absorption path for detection. Multipass absorption cells with a combination of spherical mirrors,
such as the White cell16 and the Herriott cell,17 were the first to elongate the optical absorption path using
multiple reflections. Moreover, Thoma et al. introduced the circular multipass cell that allows a star-shaped
trajectory of the light beam.18 However, the alignment of the optical mirrors requires stable mechanics, rendering
these instruments undesirable, especially for portable applications. Cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy
(CEAS) overcomes this problem by exploiting the multiple reflections in high-finesse optical cavities.19 The
concept of using an absorbing medium in a high-finesse cavity for spectral analysis was first introduced by
Jackson20 for spherical FP interferometers and was later discussed by Kastler21 for parallel-mirror configurations.
Hernandez22 investigated the effect of an absorbing medium in FP interferometers and concluded that extreme
high-finesse reflective coatings would be required to achieve a long path cell behavior. Thanks to the advances
in microfabrication technology, it is now possible to fabricate highly reflective dielectric mirrors with negligible
surface roughness and waviness. Several examples of CEAS devices have been reported with meters of effective
optical absorption path at parts-per-billion (ppb) detection levels.23,24 However, these instruments require the
use of a laser as a light source due to the high power that is necessary to enter a resonator with > 99.99 mirror
reflectivity and high optical quality of the beam, such as collimation.
A highly miniaturized spectrometer necessitates the functional integration of the light source, wavelength-
selective device, sample cell and the detector. The light source is usually integrated at the component-level to
allow for thermal isolation. Monolithic integration of the wavelength-selective device and the detector using
MEMS technology has previously been presented for tunable and an array of fixed FP filters.25,26 However,
in all these implementations, the sample cell remains to be a separate external component. In this paper, we
present the functional integration of an LVOF and a gas cell at the chip-level. The resonator cavity of the LVOF
is used as a gas cell, exploiting the multiple reflections between highly-reflective mirrors for absorption similar to
the CEAS operation principle, while selecting the wavelength. However, in the gas-filled LVOF, more reasonable
values for the mirror reflectivity are used, so that a low-cost light source can still be employed, while elongating
the µm-level physical cavity length to the mm-level effective optical absorption path. Combining the wavelength
selection and optical absorption in one device at a wide wavelength range makes the gas-filled LVOF a significant
step in the miniaturization of spectrometers.
2. GAS-FILLED LVOF DESIGN
The gas-filled LVOF is composed of one flat and one tapered Bragg mirror, with a tapered air-gap in-between
as shown in Fig. 1. The flat mirror is deposited in a cavity on the bottom wafer, while the tapered mirror
is fabricated on the top Si-wafer. These mirrors are subsequently integrated by direct bonding of the top and
bottom wafers. Due to the cavity depth on the bottom wafer and the tapered profile of the mirror on the top
wafer, a tapered cavity is achieved.
The final device includes two identical gas-filled LVOFs, one sealed and one with openings on both sides of the
filter to allow for the gas flow. The sealed LVOF serves as a reference, while the measurement is performed using
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the device with the gas inlet and outlet. Therefore, the ambient gas composition is measured without sample
preparation or extra equipment to control the sample flow. Moreover, thanks to the self-referencing property,
the device does not require periodic calibration.
Gas inlet
Gas outletTapered Bragg 
mirror Flat Bragg 
mirror Gas-filled LVOF
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the device.
The use of LVOF cavity as a gas cell requires highly reflective mirrors to elongate the optical path through
multiple reflections. Quarter-wave Bragg mirrors are well known to provide high reflectivity comparable to
metallic coatings. With the right choice of non-absorbing materials they can be used in transmissive optical
filters. Bragg mirrors are composed of alternate layers of high and low refractive index materials with quarter
wavelength optical thickness. Considering the fabrication tolerance of the film deposition and its effect on the
mirror reflectivity, starting with a long physical resonator cavity provides a higher chance of achieving sufficient
absorption in the device. However, a long resonator cavity translates into a high order of operation and limits
the operating wavelength range, i.e. full spectral range (FSR), of the filter. The device presented here is intended
to measure hydrocarbons. These gases have fingerprint regions in 3.1 µm to 3.7 µm wavelength range.
However, selecting such a wide wavelength range limits the operating order to m = 4, thereby restricting the
cavity length to less than 10 µm. Therefore, the FSR is narrowed down to 200 nm in 3.2 µm to 3.4 µm wavelength
range, where these gases have distinctive absorption features. This translates into m = 15 order of operation
with a physical cavity length that varies from 24µm to 25.5 µm.
The reflectivity of the Bragg mirrors increases with the number of high and low refractive index layer pairs as
well as the refractive index contrast between the materials. Silicon (nSi = 3.61) and silicon dioxide (nSiO2 = 1.45)
are selected as high and low refractive index materials due to their good contrast. A 3-pair mirror with Si and
SiO2 is designed using the transfer-matrix method while taking into account the effect of thick silicon wafer.
27,28
Since the tapered mirror is fabricated by tapering the first SiO2 layer, the reflectivity and the transmissivity
changes along the length of the mirror. As shown in Fig. 2, the reflectivity of the LVOF varies between 98.5%
and 99.5% in the given wavelength range, along the length of the filter.
Figure 2. The combined (a) reflectivity and (b) transmissivity of the flat and the tapered Bragg mirrors.
The x-axis shows the position along the length of the filter which is the distance from the wedge apex. It
should be noted that in a practical device, the wedge apex is imaginary and an offset is introduced to the x-
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position such that the resulting cavity length range covers the spectrum of interest. For a 14 mm long filter with
a physical cavity length that varies from 24 µm to 25.5 µm, the desired transmission peaks lie in the 224 mm to
238 mm range, away from the cavity wedge apex.
LVOFs are usually treated as an array of fixed FP filters and the spectral response is calculated assuming
parallel mirrors. However, at demanding operating conditions, i.e. high order of operation and highly reflective
mirrors, the taper of the cavity cannot be neglected. The difference in the trajectory of the reflected beams
between the FP filter and LVOF is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3. Contrary to the constant angle of
reflection in the FP filter, the angle of reflection increases with increasing number of reflections at positive angle
of incidence in an LVOF. In a similar manner, when the beam is incident towards the wedge apex, i.e. negative
angle of incidence, the angle of reflection decreases with increasing number of reflections.














θ´ θ´ θ´ θ´
Figure 3. Multiple reflections in (a) Fabry-Perot filter and (b) LVOF at a positive angle of incidence.
The nonparallelism of the mirrors and the resulting change in the angle of reflection in the cavity forces the
spectral response of an LVOF to diverge from an FP filter at demanding operating conditions. Due to this effect,
the incidence angle of the light beam and the position of the detector plane become optimization parameters.
The spectral response of an LVOF has been analyzed using the Fizeau interferometer approach.29 It was shown
that for every detector plane position, there exists an angle of incidence, where the narrowest transmission curve
with the highest transmittance is achieved.
The spectral response of an LVOF at the 15th order with 3-pair Si-SiO2 Bragg mirrors is calculated at
3.39 µm wavelength. The spectrum is observed right after the filter and the light beam impinges on the filter at
the optimum incidence angle of −1.61◦ as shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4. The spectral response of the LVOF at 3.39 µm wavelength, calculated using the Fizeau model with an incidence
angle of −1.61◦. The filter is scanned along its length and the 15th order is captured.
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3. FABRICATION
The fabrication of the gas-filled LVOF is based on direct bonding of the flat and tapered Bragg mirror wafers.
The 3-pair Si-SiO2 flat mirror is sputtered in a 30 µm deep KOH etched cavity. For fabricating the tapered Bragg
mirror, the first SiO2 layer is tapered and the rest of the thin-film layers are sputtered evenly. When these two
mirrors are bonded, a tapered cavity is achieved.
The tapered layer is fabricated using a CMOS-compatible method with reflow of a photoresist layer and
subsequent transfer etching.30 A 6 µm thick positive photoresist is patterned such that it results in an array of
trenches with constant width and linearly variable pitch. Then, the photoresist goes through a thermal-chemical
reflow step with propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) used as the solving agent at 40 ◦C. The
reflow step transforms the blocks of photoresist into a smooth tapered structure. Lastly, the tapered profile is
transferred onto the underlying SiO2 layer by one-to-one reactive ion etching.
For the proof-of-concept, all of the devices were fabricated with gas inlet and outlet opened with deep reactive
ion etching. The profile of a tapered mirror measured before wafer bonding is shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5. The profile of the tapered mirror measured before wafer bonding. A level difference of 2.2 µm is achieved between
the two ends of the mirror, which is enough to cover the spectrum of at least one order.
4. CHARACTERIZATION
The characterization of the gas-filled LVOF relies on individual transmission measurements at several positions
along the length of the device. When the filter is scanned along its length with a detector pixel that is narrower
than the width of the transmission curve, the spectral response of the device at the wavelength of the light source
can be reconstructed. Since the high-finesse interference filters are very sensitive to the collimation of the light
source,31 a highly collimated mid-IR HeNe laser at 3392 nm wavelength (Research Electro-Optics, Inc., USA) is
used for characterization to show the performance of the LVOF as a nondispersive infrared (NDIR) gas sensor.
The actual characterization setup with an HeNe laser is shown in Fig. 6. The light beam coming out of the
laser with a negligible full divergence angle of 2.13 mrad passes through the optical chopper. Then, the beam
bounces off the beam-steering mirror, which is used for adjusting the incidence angle for optimum operation.
Later, the light beam is transmitted through the LVOF and the filtered light is captured by the detector.
A 3 mm tall and 15 µm wide slit is mounted on the large area PbSe detector to replicate a pixel in a detector
array. After adjusting the rotational position of the beam-steering mirror for optimum transmission, the detector
is aligned with the light beam for maximum throughput. To capture the transmission curve, the filter is scanned
along its length via a motorized translational stage with 15 µm steps. At every step, the filter is taken out of
the optical light path and a reference measurement is performed. The transmittance is calculated by taking the
ratio of the filter and the reference measurements.
To be able to measure the elongation of the optical path through multiple reflections, the sample gas must be
kept inside the filter cavity only. To achieve this, dispensing tips are connected to the gas inlet and outlet using
silicone. The gas inlet is connected to the sample gas bottle via flexible tubing, while the tube connected to the
gas outlet is kept at ambient pressure away from the measurement area. By applying a few mbar of pressure to
the sample gas, a pressure difference is generated between the inlet and the outlet; hence, assuring the gas flow
through the cavity.














Figure 6. The actual characterization setup for the gas-filled LVOFs.
Considering the distance between the detector and the filter, the optimum incidence angle was found to be
−8.8◦, experimentally. Since the pressure inside the cavity might cause a slight bending in the mirrors, the
sample gas measurement was compared to the infrared-inactive gas at the same pressure, instead of ambient air.
The transmittance at 3392 nm wavelength for both the pure sample gas methane and the reference gas nitrogen
are measured as shown in Fig. 7.
Methane absorbs almost 80% of the light compared to the reference measurement with nitrogen. To calculate
the effective optical path, the absorption coefficient of methane must be evaluated properly. Since the linewidth
of the HeNe laser is much narrower than the resolution of the filter, the absorption coefficient must be modified
according to the light source. The 200 MHz linewidth of the laser corresponds to an absorption coefficient of
1.0314 atm−1 mm−1 for methane.32,33 Given the modified absorption coefficient, the transmittance of methane
translates into an effective optical path of 1.58 mm. When this value is compared to the physical cavity length
of 25.44 µm that corresponds to the 15th order of operation at 3392 nm wavelength, an elongation factor of 62.2
is calculated.
Figure 7. The transmission response of the gas-filled LVOF with methane and nitrogen measured at 3392 nm wavelength.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The proof-of-concept of a gas-filled LVOF has been demonstrated by actual gas measurements. Due to the
limited availability of collimated mid-IR light sources, validation in the form of a single-wavelength confirmation
as an NDIR gas sensor was performed. Given a well-collimated wideband light source, the LVOF functions as a
wideband wavelength-selective device. It was shown that the LVOF must be designed as a Fizeau interferometer
at demanding operating conditions, i.e. high order of operation and highly reflective mirrors, where the angle
between the mirrors is taken into account. The CMOS-compatible fabrication method was introduced and the
measured profile of the tapered mirror showed that the filter covers the desired operating order. The comparison
between the gas measurements with methane and nitrogen resulted in an experimental effective optical path of
1.58 mm. This translates into 62.2-fold elongation of a physical cavity length of 25.44 µm, thereby demonstrating
the feasibility of the gas-filled LVOF in chip-level miniaturization of spectrometers.
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